SET-UP & OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Bolt wheels in place & torque to approx. 100 ft. lbs.
2. Attach tongue with 7/8 x 9½ bolt and lock nut. Raise end of
tongue & hook lift assist spring to chain on tongue.
3. Remove bolts in the center reach pipe and slide axles out to
12’4” wheel base for the 21’ model. The 26’ and 31’ models
require a 3’6” extension for a 15’10” wheel base.
4. Remove the four white stakes and attach the lower rail to the
left side using the 3/8 x 4 bolts removed from the stakes. Mount
the slider brackets on the lower rail with 5/8 x 5½ bolts and
handle nuts.
5. Attach the incline brackets to the right side of the front and
rear axles. It is difficult to say which set of holes will be best for
your particular model of head. The outer hole of the axle and the
second hole on the bracket will work well for most heads except
Case IH. For most Case IH models these brackets will need to be
bolted closer to the center of the axle. The rail spacing will
determine the degree of slope for detaching the head. The degree
of slope must be steep enough so the lower feeder house will
break away without striking the lower rail.
6. Attach the long rail, short end forward, to the incline brackets,
using the clamp assemblies. Tighten the ½” locknut only enough
to bring the nut down against the rail plate, do not over-tighten.
The patented cla mp and slide feature permits E-Z relocation of
the rail without wrenches by loosening only the handle nut on the
top side of the rail. OR for crank adjust incline brackets: Simply
bolt the top rail to the incline clamp with the ½” locknuts,
leaving the nuts loose enough for the rail to slide.
7. Lubricate all grease points. Inflate tires to 60 PSI normal
pressure; 12 row heads may require up to 70 PSI. Securely tie
down the head being transported using chains or the optional tiedown strap kit. Alwa ys exercise safety first ! Proper lighting is
required when using on public highways.
.
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